End-use declaration (EVE)
(for products that are subject to at least one of the listed legal regulations)
Declaration as end user
return to: RP-Olly@gmx.de
or
WhatsApp : 004915233511026

Company:
RPO (Inh. Olaf Pilath)
Lützowstrasse 70

44147 Dortmund / Germany
Tel. (0049) 231-8417379
************************************************************************************************************************

Declaration as end user
Name /
Company
Street and Nr:
ZIP / City:

That we / I remove the chemical

Use only for:

(tick the appropriate box)

(enter the exact purpose here)

n-Butylamine
Benzaldehyde
Ethyl acetate
Methyl ethyl ketone
Sulfur liver
****** (tick the appropriate box) ******
Use only as permitted as a private end user. (Not for further sale)
I am sufficiently informed about the dangers in handling the products and their use
or
Use as a commercial end user only in the permitted manner.
I am sufficiently informed about the dangers in handling the products and their use
or
as a trader only use or resell in the permitted manner and meet the legal requirement for this' The product is manufactured
by a person employed by us with specialist knowledge in accordance with s 6 para. 2 Chem-VerbotsV to our consignees.
We have our consignees confirm or prove that that they use or resell the substances or mixtures in an authorized manner
and that the legal requirements are in place.
or
Use as a public research, investigation or educational establishment only in an authorized manner

It also guarantees and warrants that we:
- do not obtain with the intention of producing or supplying substances that can be used as narcotic drugs and / or psychotropic
substances (GÜG - Basic substance monitoring regulation (EG) 273/2004 regarding drug precursors and regulation
(EG)111/2005 for the surveillance of the trade with drug precursors between the Community and third countrie
- only to be supplied to customers who sell the products in whole or in part, that they submit an identical declaration from their
customers, and impose a corresponding obligation on their customers (Chemicals Prohibition Ordinance of 20 January 2017,
which is governed by Article 5 of the Act dated July 18, 2017 (ChemVerbotsV) \.
- We will keep the declaration given by our customer carefully and present it to the monitoring authorities on request.
- will not be used as an explosive, fuel, detonator, pyrotechnic compound or for their manufacture (Regulation (Eu) No. 98 /
201i on the marketing and use of starting materials for explosives.
- not make it available to the general public
- do not use for military or illegal purposes (CWÜ - chemical weapons convention)
- For deliveries to countries outside the EU or OECD, we undertake to fully observe the applicable foreign trade regulations
(Regulation (EC) No. 428/2009 "EC Dual-Use Regulation", Regulation (EU) No. 64g / 20J.2 "PIC regulation")
- do not resell to persons, organizations or in countries that are subject to embargo measures by the EU, the UN or the USA
- will not be used in the human or veterinary pharmaceutical sector, in the agricultural, food or cosmetics sector, with the
exception of use as a raw, auxiliary or operating material and / or as a research and analysis reagent

City/ Date

Name in Block Capitals

Signature

